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Keeping Employees Healthy and Productive
Enhance the investment in human capital with an effective online Training and
Certification Academy in Health and Productivity Management (HPM).
Scottsdale, AZ (September 1, 2016) – More employers – public and private – are seeing
employee health as their greatest underutilized productive asset. To help manage this “asset”
wisely, the Institute for Health and Productivity Management (IHPM) in partnership with
GlobalMed introduces its online Training and Certification Academy to create a new corps of
business-oriented health professionals.
“Health and Productivity Management is an emerging discipline to be learned and practiced by
corporate and health service professionals,” said Sean Sullivan, J.D., co-founder and CEO of
IHPM. “The intent is to help them become a new kind of human assets manager, focused on
business outcomes like productivity.”
IHPM has conducted on-site training and certification of professionals in Brazil and China. Now
that same uniquely valuable training is available online through a series professionally-produced
by GlobalMed, addressing these topics: Conceptual Framework and HPM Value Chain;
Introduction to HPM; Measurement; Case Studies; and Behavioral Health and Wellbeing.
“We are involved because we believe the training presented in this series is valuable to
managers charged with making sure the productivity of employees doesn’t suffer because of
health problems,” said Joel E. Barthelemy, founder and CEO of GlobalMed, the worldwide
leader in telemedicine delivery systems.
Target audiences for the Academy include all categories of health and human resource
professionals in the corporate arena. The training can be completed at an individual’s own
pace. Modules consist of connected sections with a short quiz at the end of each. Trainees
advance to the next section or module after passing each quiz.
Sean Sullivan explains the unique value of the Academy for HPM in the video on IHPM’s
homepage: www.ihpm.org followed by a preview/sample of IHPM’s Academy Training
https://vimeo.com/180967289?from=outro-embed.
Register for the Academy http://www.ihpm.org/academy/	
  
Cost for Academy Training & Certification is $950 for IHPM members and $1250 for nonmembers. Completers of the training receive Professional Certification in the Discipline
of Health and Productivity Management. Additional trainings will include subjects like
Telemedicine, Sleep Health & Wellness, Self-Care and Employee Assistance Plans.

	
  
	
  

About IHPM
IHPM is a global enterprise advancing health and performance around the world and developer
of the HPM Model. Learn more www.ihpm.org
About GlobalMed
GlobalMed is the leading provider of integrated telemedicine solutions serving top medical
institutions, corporations and government organizations worldwide. Learn more
www.globalmed.com.

